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Introduction

Assalamu alaykum wa rahmat Allah wa barakatuh,

To the students, teachers of Quran and everyone who seeks 

the blessings of Allah through Quran study...

Uthman bin Affan reported: The Prophet, peace and blessings 

be upon him, said, “The best of you are those who learn the 

Quran and teach it.”

Source: Ṣaḥīḥ al-Bukhārī 4739

Grade: Sahih (authentic) according to Al-Bukhari

From this hadith, we know how precious and blessing the 

study of Quran Is ,that is why as students and teachers 

we should acquire the ways to improve our knowledge 

about Tajweed and embellish our Tilawah , and of course 

after the trip of learning and mastering this knowledge , 

comes the joy of teaching and guiding students to reach 

the best levels in this honorable science



•What is Qaidah al Nooraniah?
•It is the absolute best way to teach kids arabic , if 
you are wondering how to teach kids reading arabic
texts , al nooraniah is designed specifically for that 
purpose. The unique part about it is teaching Arabic 
alphabet and tajweed of the Quran at the same time.

•This method was created by sheikh Noor 
Mohammad Haqani, born in Punjab, India on the 
year of 1841, later his work got translated to Arabic by 
sheikh Mohammad Farouq alRaee.

•THIS method is widely welcomed by kids, and 
found to be a fun way to learn arabic reading, still, it 
is also useful for adults as well, covering 95% of 
Tajweed rules and correcting the articulation points 
of the letters.
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◦ The original idea of this teaching method is that 
the teacher reads and the students repeat after him, 
throughout the book, until perfect pronunciation has 
been reached.

◦ If one cannot find a teacher , the book is 
recorded and can be found as mp3 or even on Youtube
along with lesson pictures.

◦ REPETITION MAKES PERFECTION ! The teacher 
has to insist on repetition until the students can read 
the lesson without mistakes, and recognize the 
multiple writings of individual and compounded letters.

A word for the teacher
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Al Qaidah al Nooraniah
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الرحيمالرحمنهللابسم
Lesson1:  ُلالدَّْرس اْْلوَّ
INDIVIDUAL ALPHABET LETTERS: ةاْلُمْفَردَُاْلِهَجاءُُِحُروفُُ

N.B: teachers make sure the students start with Basmalah
(more instructions on the next page)
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Instructions for lesson1

◦ First of all, read the Basmalah (only in the first 
lesson)then read the title of the lesson in Arabic 

and translate it.

◦ Make sure you keep the same tone throughout the 
lessons

◦ What to watch for during reading :

◦ The basmalah should be read correctly, knowing that 
its always said during prayers and Tilawah

◦ Lesson 1 is the basic one and most important, when 

teaching/learning Arabic letters, the teacher should 
explain the characteristics of each one, which ones are 
heavy, which ones are light, remind the students not to 
end the letters with the sound ـ' 'or 'هـ  and lengthen the 'ء
letter only two vowel counts such as ' حاتابا '

◦ Frequent mistakes in alphabet pronunciation :

◦ With'ألف': fulfill the kassrah in ' 'لــُِ

◦ With ' ثاتابا ': be careful not to end these letters with the 
sound of hamzah, these are the sounds of the letters, 
it's the name of the letter that ends with hamzah. They 

are stretched 2 vowel counts only.

◦ With' ثا' use the tip of the tongue with the edges of the 
two top incisors like the sound in the word (thing).

◦ With 'جيم' : no breath runs with it, just like the sound in the 
word( jacket)
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With :'حا' this letter comes from the middle of the 
throat by making friction in the spot, it should 
come clear, not to be confused with( ها)

◦With '  this is a heavy letter, the reader :'خا
should fill the mouth with the echo of (خا )

◦With ' ذالـــدال ': both are light letters, and ذال has 
the same sound as th in (the), by touching the 
edges of the two top incisors with the tip of the 
tongue

◦With in this case its :'را' is heavy

◦With' زا': this is of course the sound of the 
letter but the name of it is pronouncedز  .زاي
And it is also a light letter

◦With ' :''شين /سين two light letters ,pronounced as 
"seen'//" sheen"

◦With :ضاد/صاد these are two heavy letters, the 
sound of these letters should fill the mouth , not 
to be pronounced light like this (  the ,(داد/ساد
teacher has to make sure the student 
makes  on the end, for beginners who haveقلقلة
not yet studied rules of tajweed they will only 
need to imitate their teacher.
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• With' ,heavy letters as well :'ظا /طا (ظا) here comes

by touching the edges of the two top incisors with 

the tips of the tongue with elevating the tongue 

towards the roof of the mouth

With 'عين' : light letter ,comes from the middle 

of the throat, not to be confused with the sound ' 

A', it's( not A , and give (عَُ  at the end its moderateن

time

• With  it's a heavy letter, the deepest part of the : 'غين'

tongue is elevated

• With it : 'فا' is a light letter

• With' قاف': heavy letter, not to be confused with the 

sound of 'kaf', it comes from the deepest part of the 
tongue with the soft palate of the roof of the mouth

with 'كاف' : light letter ,it comes from the deepest part 

of the tongue with the hard palate of the roof of the 

mouth.

With' :'الم light letter, the tongue should be in a 
straight and flat position
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•with "ميم" light letter, when stopping on 
the end of meem, give it its moderate 
time, do not bounce or shake it

with  light letter, do not make it ;"واو"
heavy like the word" wow" in english

with : "ها" light letter, comes from the the
deepest part of the throat, make sure 
not to end it with hamzah or with 
running breath after stretching it two 
vowel counts

with :"ء" not to be confused with alif  it "ا"
is read "hamzah",

with  light letter, do not end it with : "يا".
running breath, stretched two counts, it 
has two different writings in the Quran 
as shown in the image
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Lesson 2:the combined alphabet 
letters ( المركبةالهجاءحروف )
First read the lesson title in 
Arabic then translate it
then start reading the lesson as 
the previous one with the same 
tone
the student will learn how to 
connect letters and read them 
the student will discover all 
different shapes and writings one 
letter can have in Quran ,also find 
out how the letter changes (at the 
beginning ,middle and end of the 
word),, #the teacher should give 
the students a homework, 
depending on how much he/she 
taught, EX:the students write the 
first three lines ten times ,listen to the 
recordings and practice how to read 

what they wrote.
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As seen in the lesson's picture ,the 
letter( (ا is written in black and 
letter( ل) is in red color, to 
differentiate between both when 
combined.
When reading (ال) we say "lam alif"
with a clear Hamzah not" lamalif""
note: (  has five different(ال
writings in the entire Quran
note: Alif does not connect with 
the letter following it
When written in the middle of the 
word, only part of the letter 
is(head of the letter) for 
example: (  at the beginning of (حـ
the word instead of( ح) also (  at (كـ
the beginning of the word ,( ـــكـ ) In 
the middle and  ,in the end (ك)
etc..that should be mentioned to 
the students throughout the 
lesson. 14



* THE TEACHER SHOULD MENTION THE 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN (  THAT COMES IN (ة
THAT SHAPE WHEN IT IS IN THE END OF THE 
WORD AND NOT CONNECTED WITH ANOTHER 
LETTER AFTER IT AND ( IN(ــة THIS SHAPE 
WHEN IT'S CONNECTED WITH A LETTER 
BEFORE IT AND IN THE END OF THE WORD

*These are the letters that do not 

connect with the letters after :

ة /و /ز /ر /ذ /د /ا

* letter( هـــ) has five different shapes in the 
Quran as shown in the lesson .
* a copy of the different shapes of the Arabic 
alphabet is included with lesson2
* letter  also changes when it is in the middle of (د)
the word
* letters (  are in this shape when alone or (ز) and(ر
in the end
* letters (  when in the beginning or middle of (,ش /س
the word ,only the head is written, same thing for
andظ /ط /ض/ص /ق) (ف
* when reading ) do not merge ,لــم  here we are ,(ادغام
reading without Tajweed rules, read it lam meem
* some students could confuse (ن) with (ب), one has 
a dot on top, the other in the bottom, also (ش) with 
,ث (ش) has three teeth while( ث)has one tooth.(ي)
has dots in the bottom and (ت) on top
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Lesson 3: the separated letters : المقطعةالحروف

* Read the title in arabic then translate it keeping 
the same tone
The scholars arranged All the separated letters in 
this phrase : سرلهقاطعحكيمنص

* let the students know that these letters are at the 
beginning of some surats in the Quran, surat al Baqarah 
as an example, and these letters are read one by one not 
as one word E.G : alif lam meem for ( ــــمال ) not alam.
* The separated letters are divided into 4 groups:
A: with no madd ,ا
B : ع , two ways allowed, four or six vowel counts

C: the letters in the phrase ( طهرحي ) which are stretched 
only two vowel counts and have no sign above them, 
named حرفيطبيعيمد
D :the letters in the phrase ( لكمسنقص ) these are 
stretched 6 vowel counts, they have a sign above them,
^^For beginners, they can adjust the time of madd by 
counting with their fingers 6 counts^^
**When joining( ل) with ( and, (م (,ص) with (ع ) also( (س
with( م) and ( (ق) with (س the reader should give time to 
letter (about two counts) .N.B: the time between  (ل )
and (م ) is longer.
The time mentioned above is for Ghunnah.
*** the students should be given homework, one to two 
lines, six times writing and listening to the reciter 25 
times to reach the best level of reading
After finishing each lesson the teacher should test the 
students by making them read the letters studied in 
different order 17
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Lesson 4 : the voweled letters المتحركةالحروف

Vowels الحركات

( fat'hah ََُ , dammah  ُُ kassrah  ُُ )

** Now, we will learn the sound of each letter with all the 
vowels
* As usual, the teacher/students read the title in English 
then translate it
* When reading  is heavy, When (ر )letter ,كسرة
reading letter ,ضمة is heavy, but (ض) (م) is light

** When reading a letter with fat'hah, the reader has to 
complete opening the mouth vertically

** When reading a letter with dammah the reader has to 
complete circling the two lips, and when reading a letter 
with kassrah the reader has to complete it by lowering the 
jaw
*** At this level, train the student to read one line with 
spelling (هجاء) then repeat it without it, how does it work ? 
Here are the steps:
@) read the name of the letter then read the name 
of the vowel then say the sound of the letter with its 
vowel, ( example: the name of the letter with 
fat'hah then the sound then the name of the letter 
with kassrah then the sound then both sounds with 
fat'hah and kassrah then the name of the letter with 
dammah then the sound then the three sounds 
combined) . After the spelling way, the student reads 
directly the sounds with the three vowels without 
spelling.
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* When the letters are voweledق /غ /خ
with a kassrah, they get partial heaviness 
( نسبيتفخيم )

* When the letter ( has kassrah (ر it 
becomes light, and it stays heavy with 
fat'hah and dammah.

* When reading ص /ض the reader should
keep القلقلة at the end when moving from 
fat'hah to kassrah and from kassrah to 
dammah

* Observation in this lesson, the order of 
the alphabet is set by the order of the 
articulation points , from the letters of the 
throat, then the deepest part of the tongue 
to the middle then two edges of the tongue 
after that the tip of the tongue then the top 
of the tip then the lips.
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Lesson 5: الخامسالدرس nonated letters: الحروف

المنونة

Nonation : التنوين  ُُ  ُُ  ُُ double fat'hah, double 

kassrah ,double dammah

* First read the title in Arabic then translate it
*advice to new students: listen to the 
reciter(recorded audios) in order to memorize the 
title and the name of the vowels
*With Tanween here, the sound of the letter has 
somehow changed compared to letters with a single 
vowel ex : مwith double fat'hah is pronounced as "َُْمن"
With double kassrah نُْ" : "م  and with double dammah
"م نُْ"
NOTE : when pronouncing tanween , do not exaggerate in 
ghunnah, give it its moderate time only and make it light not 
heavy with the heavy letters

* First say the name of the letter then the double 
Fathah then the sound of the letter , same thing 
with Dammah( circulating the lips only on letter 
meem then go back to sukoon position for tanween) 
then we say both together, then say it with Kassrah
then say all three together
*In case of tanween with fathah, an alif is added to 

the letter ( alif comes in this shape  and this shapeا
as in the Quran (ى

* For ( (ة even with double fat'hah, no alif is added to it 
because it does not attach with any letter after it

* For homework: ask the students to write the 
line(s) studied 10 times and listen to recordings 25 
times
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Lesson 6 : السادسالدرس

excercises on vowels and nonation:

الحركاتعلىتدريبات والتنوين

** In this lesson inshallah, we will learn how to read actual 
words from the Quran !
** as usual, keep the same tone!!

** read the name of first letter then its vowel then the sound 
with the vowel, then the name of the next letter then its 
vowel then the sound with the vowel then join both sounds 
together then the next letter same way then read the entire 
word .

** For the word( the alif (أناُْ has a rectangular zero which 
means the alif is dropped during reading, no madd with it.

** For the words  ُُطوىand هدى the letter in the end is called
مقصورةألف it is not "ya"

**Remember these are the chairs of hamzah :( ئؤأ ) we 
read the hamzah not the chair

** In the word "ا the alif "كفو  is not read
** Take care of the heaviness and lightness of the letters 
according to the vowel each one has
** after reading a whole line with spelling, re-read it without 
spelling
** In the end of this lesson, below the grid, just mention to 
the students
**As shown on the picture at the beginning of the lesson, just 
mention the letters of the throat, the letters of the lips and 
the letters of the tongue.
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lesson 7: السابعالدرس

The small alif and the small ya'a and the small waw
الصغيرةالواووالصغيرةالياءوالصغيرةاأللف

** Read the title in Arabic then translate it in English

** The small alif looks like a small stick above the
letter, the small ya'a and small waw go besides the 
letter to the left

** Whenever the student reads one of the lines with 
small alif, the teacher requires that they also read 
the last line because it is the only one with small ( يا)
and small (واو)
** All three , small small ,ألف ,  are (واو) and small (يا )
stretched two vowel counts no more no less , as they 
are also madd letters just in a different shape

**Always keep the tone of the reciter !!!

** Some students get confused in the last line, the 
teacher should make sure they are reading correctly
And make sure they don't confuse hamzah with the 
rest of the letters.
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Lesson 8: letters of madd and leen (letters of lengthening 
and softness

الثاِمنالدرسُُ : ال لينوالَمد ُُِحُروفُُ

* Read the title in arabic then translate it, when 
reading make sureالدرسُُ )is heavy and is lightر  in the ,(د
word الثامن letter (ث) has shaddah. Also read the word 
highlighted in red " "اْلَمدُ 

** Explain to the students what are letters of مد

saakinahألف preceded by fat'hah, واو saakinah preceded 
by dammah and ياء saakinah preceded by kassrah. And 
what are letters of لين : 

saakinahواو preceded by fathah and ياء

saakinah preceded by fat'hah also.

** The مد letters here are stretched two vowel counts 
only
** First read the name of the letter then the vowel 
then the letter of madd with sukoon then say the 
sound of the letter with madd . Ex: ba fathah alif
sukoon ba( stretch two vowel counts)

** in case of madd with waw, it is followed by an alif which 
is cancelled in reading( it is a symbol for the plural ) Ex : ب وا

أ وا //

** after spelling the first letter with madd (alif) following 
the steps explained above, do the same with the next madd
letter (waw) then join both the first and second sounds then 
same thing with the third mad letter (ya) then join all three 
sounds together
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** when it comes to heavy letters, the teacher/student 
should remember that the level of heaviness changes 
according to the vowel the letter has, EX : ُخوا /َخا are 
heavier than ِخي

**Leen letters

** First read the word highlighted in red "ال لين" 

** Here we can see the letters and are preceded by a 
fathah so the sound is different than the sound of madd
letters. EX : تَوُُْسُكونَواوُْفَتَْحةتَُ ( taw),then we read the same 
letter with the other leen letter : تاََُ تَيُُْسُكونيَافَتَْحة (tay) 
then we join both تَيُْتَوُْ (taw tay).

** When the letter is followed by madd or leen, or by small 
(alif,waw,ya) we can not spell the letter by itself but 

we spell both at the same time , that is why it is 
recommended that the reader watches for the letters they 
are about to spell before starting, so they know the correct 
way

** observation : when spelling the letters /َعْين  avoidَغْين
turning the sukoon in the end into a kassrah " do 
not say ََُْعْينُِ fat'hah but say ( fat'hah (َعْينُْ
** After reading with spelling , the reader should also read 
directly without spelling keeping the same tone 
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Lesson 9 : الت اِسعالدَّْرسُُ
Excercises on the tanween and the three madd letters

and leen letters

** First read the lesson title then translate it

** Once the student reached this level in learning 
Nooraniah, the teacher should test them from lesson 1 to 
lesson 8 all at once or by two parts , so they can be able 
to review all the steps they learned throughout the first 
half of Nooraniah

** When one is about to spell a letter, they should watch 
the next letter to avoid mistakes,

** Read the first letter with its vowel( watch if 
the next letter is مد or لين in this case they should 
be joined ) then move to the next letter and spell it 
with its vowel then join both sounds( watch for 
short { letters with fathah only } and long vowels 
{letters with fat'hah followed by مد letter} then 
spell the next and join all three sounds together )

** When ya has a small alif on top, we only read the 
small alif , ya in this case in only a chair
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** In the words ( and (َجآءَُ ( اىء letter (ج   is followedجيم
by an ألف( madd letter) followed by hamzah, which 
means that we should stretch it 4 or 5 vowel counts,( 
when spelling only جيم and madd letter without hamzah
we only stretch it two counts)

** when spelling this word, we say : جيمfathah maddا  ,َجا
fathahء ءَُ َُُ

َجآءَُ

** Here, in the word ( (ِجاىء we transfer from letter جيم to 
"ya because alif has a rectangular zero so it is dropped, "and 
we say ya madd not ya sukoon,

** for madd letters that we spell with sukoon( ex:  they ,(ُجوع ُ
don't have any sign on top

** for leen letters they have sukoon on top ( ex: (َخْوف

** for letters of madd that we spell with"( alif madd/waw
madd/ya madd) they have a sign on top( like a wave)( ex: ََُجآء

** In the word َدة٫ُُاَْلَمْوءُُ , the teacher should explain what 
is الوصلهمزة in a simple way without too much details, and say 
that when we begin with it in nouns we vowel it with fathah.
** When spelling the words in the last two lines of this lesson, 
we watch for the last letter of the word, we spell it (silently) 
before beginning the word to adjust its tone of the word.
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Lesson 10 : الْعاِشرالدَّْرسُُ

The sukoon : َُْ)الس كون )

** For letter ( ب) and( ط) : with sukoon the reader 
should show the qalqala without engaging the jaw or 
the two lips and fulfill the kassrah in hamzah, knowing 
that( ط) is heavy

** For letter(ت) and ( ك): with sukoon the reader 
should show the running of the breath without 
exaggerating . After the letter with dammah , the lips 
should go back to the neutral position and bring the 
letter with sukoon after spelling hamzah with dammah

** For letter (ث) :with sukoon the reader should 
show the running of the breath and the running of 
the sound , the lips should go back to the neutral 
position and bring the letter with sukoon after 
spelling hamzah with dammah

** For letter ( ج) : with sukoon the reader should 
show the qalqala without engaging the jaw or the two 
lips and avoid running of the sound

** For letter (ح) : with sukoon the reader should show 
the running of the breath and give the letter its time 
for softness رخاوة
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** For the letter ( خ) :Here the reader should watch for 
the change in the level of heaviness depending on the 
precedent vowel

NOTE : THE TEACHER SHOULD WATCH FOR ANY 
MISTAKE WHEN THE READER NAMES THE LETTER

** For the letter ( dal : with sukoon (د the reader 
should show the qalqala without engaging the jaw or 
the two lips and fulfill the kassrah in hamzah

** For the letter ( ذ) thal : with sukoon the reader 
should show the running of the sound and give the 
letter its time of softness رخاوة

** For the letter (ر) ra : When preceded by dammah 
or fathah it is heavy, but when preceded by kassrah it 
is light, and the reader should avoid trilling( repetition 
of the sound of ra) and give it its moderate time

** Of course, we read with and without spelling

** For the letter seen and ( : (ص with sukoon the 
reader should show the running of the breath and the 
running of the sound , the lips should go back to the 
neutral position and bring the letter with sukoon after 
spelling hamzah with dammah, knowing that (ص) is 
heavy
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Lesson 11 : َعْشرالحاديالدَّْرس

Excercises on sukoon: يباتُ  السُّكونعلَىتَْدر 

** This lesson is very important as with sukoon, all 
the characteristics of the letters appear in a 
clear way

** read the title in arabic then translate it, 
correcting any mistakes that might occur

** When spelling the first letter, the reader should 
watch for the next one, if it has sukoon it should be 
joined to the first one while spelling

** when spelling noon saakinah it is pronounced 
clearly, we only hide it with ghunnah"two counts" 
when joined with one of the letters of إخفاء

NOTE: IT IS WELL KNOWN THAT GHUNNAH IS 
NEVER COUNTED BY COUNTS, WE ONLY SAY IT 
FOR THE BEGINNER STUDENTS TO MAKE IT 
EASY TO APPLY, ONCE THEY ADVANCE IN THEIR 
LEARNING , THE TEACHER SHOULD CLARIFY THE 
RULE OF GHUNNAH LATER ON.

WITH /غ/ح/ع/هـ/ء noon is pronounced clear ,خ

without extra ghunnah
WITH one of the letters of the word ينمو, noon is

merged with ghunnah, and merged completely without 
ghunna with ر//ل
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WITH letter hidden (مــ ) noon is changed into a ,ب

with ghunnah "two counts"

WITH THE REST OF THE LETTERS, noon is hidden

with "ghunnah two counts". While doing  the readerإخفاء
should make the ghunnah light if noon is followed by a light 
letter like : ,أَْنتَُ and make the ghunnah heavy when followed 
by a heavy letter like :  The tip of the tongue should be .يَْنُظرُُ
near the articulation point of the letter following noon 
" عندهالمخفىالحرف "
** when stopping on a letter with a vowel, the reader should 
give it only one count, NOT STRETCH IT TWO COUNTS

** As we mentioned in lesson 10, the reader should show the 
characteristics of the letters with sukoon, as for running of 
the sound or/and breath , and time moderation for 
the letters in between.

Examples
: letter (  ,with sukoon, we should show the lightness :(س
running of the breath ,give it enough time for the running of 
the sound and the whistle as well,
: letter ( with sukoon, when preceded by fa'thah :(ر or 
dammah, it is heavy, the reader should avoid trilling "تكرار"
And give it its moderate time, if preceded by a light letter 
like (ب)" be careful not to make it heavy too.

** With hamzah , the reader should be careful not to bounce 
it with sukoon
** the teacher should read all the words of this lesson 
with spelling
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** Remind the student about letters of qalqala : " جدقطب

** With letter  with sukoon, the reader should (ص)
show, the heaviness تفخيم, the whistle الصفير, the 
softness and the adhesionرخاوة اإلطباق

** With letter (  with sukoon, especially when (ل
preceded by a heavy letter, or followed by one, the 
reader should be careful not to make it sound heavy too

** with letter  besides being a heavy letter, the (ض)
reader should give it time for the running of the sound 
and not BOUNCE IT

** In the words ُْفٱْرَغب// فَٱنَْصبُْ as an example ,the همزة

ٱالوصل ( connecting hamzah) ,is dropped when continuing 
reading and also when spelling, which means that the 
reader transfers from( fat'hah (ف to( sukoon(ر in the 
word فٱرغب

** To make a heavy ghunnah in the word ُُْفَٱنَْصب for 
example, the reader should raise the deepest part of 
the tongue !

** AT this level, the teacher can start explaining the 
levels of ghunnah : most complete, complete, incomplete 
and most incomplete ghunnah

** Again, remind the students about the chairs of 
hamzah like in the word يُبِْدئُُ
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** In the word  we spell it hamza fatha lam , "ٱلَْحْمدُ "
sukoon because ,ٱلـُْ الوصلهمزة here is at the 
beginning and not joined with any letter before, 
letters ( (مــ andل with sukoon, both have the same 
timing as both are letters of .(in between)بينية

** When spelling two words together, and the 
second word has الوصلهمزة ,the reader transfers 
from the last letter of the first word to lam 
saakinah without spelling الوصلهمزة , like :

نَُ َراتُ م  عْص  ٱلْم 

ٱلْع ْسرُ َمعَُ

َعة ُ َماٱلْقَار 

** In the word ٱلْقاِرَعةَُُما , alif sukoon in َما is 
dropped, because one of the arabic language rules 
says that it is not allowed to combine two letters 
with sukoon following each other, same thing 
for : ُذ و ُذ ي،،ٱل عرش  ٱلْعرش 

letters ( andو before (ي الوصلهمزة are dropped

** When reading " the letter of madd , "َءآلْئَن is 
followed by a letter with sukoon, the madd is 
stretched six vowel counts, it is called الزممد

When spelling this word we join hamza 
fat'ha alif madd lam sukoon and stretch madd six 
vowel counts
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Lesson 12 : َعشرالث انيالد ْرس

The shaddah : الشَّدَّة

** read the title of the lesson in Arabic then 
translate it in English

** shaddah is a shape like a small W , when it is on top 
of a letter, it means that is it double letter. Example :
ــشُ  ــْشش =

** We give the letter the time it needs depending on 
the characteristic it has : بينية//رخاوة//شدة

** In this lesson , all the letters are preceded by a 
hamzah

** The reader has to join the sound of the letter that 
has shaddah with the first letter when spelling ,it can 
not be spelled alone !

** NOTE : when spelling hamza fatha ba shaddah  (أَب ُْ )
cut the sound and do not apply qalqalah

Some of the characteristics are not applied when 
spelling, but رخاوة is applied

** the reader should complete and fulfill the vowels 
fat'hah, dammah and kassrah
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** when spelling letter ta with shaddah, do not 
apply  do not push air with it, just cut the sound ,الهمس
at the end and emphasis the shaddah

** The reader should keep in mind that the letter 
with shaddah is a combination of double letter so it 
need more time to pronounce

** In case of letters "مــ " and "ن" with shaddah, they 
are read with most complete ghunnah

** In case of letter "ر" , the reader should avoid 
trilling التكرار
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Lesson 13 : َعشرالث اِلثالدَّْرسُُ

Excercises on shaddah: الشَّدَّةَعلىتَْدريبَاتُ 

** read the title in arabic then translate it to english

** The spelling of the word " َُز :ب ر  

We learned before that letter (ر) with kassrah is
light, but here when we begin spelling the word we join 
the sound of ba with dammah and (ر) with shaddah
only, which makes "ر " unvoweled, that is why it 
becomes heavy , then we join the sound of "ر" with 
kassrah and make it light .
** The reader has to complete the shaddah before 
moving to the next letter, especially when it comes 
between two voweled letters

** The spelling of the word : "َصدَّقَُ"

When we spell the sound of "د " with shaddah
qalqalah should not be applied, and we should pronounce 
it light as it comes between two heavy letters
{ in case of spelling a letter with sukoon only we should 
apply qalqalah}

** The spelling of the word " ُُّيَظ ن":

When we spell the sound of " "نُ  with shaddah, we 
should give it the most complete ghunnah
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** The spelling of the word "  ة  and all the words "ق وَّ
with emphasised : "و"

When spelling with shaddahو we should put more 
accent on the letter, that is called " "النَّبْر

Same thing with letter ي with shaddah

** The spelling of الجاللةاسم { ُ َّ : {لِل 

The letter ل has a small alif, it is stretched two 
vowel counts, it is preceded by " "ل with kassrah, that 
is why it is pronounced light

The shaddah in letter should be emphasised (ل )

** The spelling of the word  َُوٱلسَّاب َحاتand all the words 
with شمسيةالم :

Here the letter (ل) is followed by a letter with 
shaddah, that is how we know if lam is شمسيةالم , which 
means when we join the sound of letter "و" we drop 
both ٱالوصلهمزة and شمسيةالم .

** The spelling of the word ٱلسََّرآئ رُ ت بْلَى :

Here we have the meeting of two saakin  and (ى)
(ٱ)
Both of them drop when spelling and reading , plus الم

that drops as well, we transfer fromشمسية ل to َُّس.
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** The spelling of the word  ُل ينَُفََمه   ٱلَْكاف ر  and all the words 
with قمريةالم :

Here lam is spelled and pronounced because as we 
can see it has sukoon on top and the letter that follows 
it has no shaddah.

When a verb begins with ٱالوصلهمزة , we look at the 
third letter of the verb if it has dammah we begin همزة

 with dammah, if the third letter of the verb hasٱالوصل
fat'hah or kassrah we start ٱالوصلهمزة with kassrah
EX: نَا we begin withٱْهد  ٱالوصلهمزة with kassrah.

EXCEPT FOR THESE FIVE VERBS :
//ا ْمش واُْ//ا بْن واُْ //ا قضواُْ ُْ //ا ئْت وا وا that we startا ْمض  همزة

with kassrahٱالوصل even if the third letter of the verb 
has dammah

when joining نَا َراطَُٱْهد  ٱلص   , alif at the end of the verb 
and ٱالوصلهمزة and شمسيةالم drop when spelling and 
reading

After spelling the words, read again without spelling
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Lesson 14: ابعالدَّْرسُُ َعشرالر 

Excercises on shaddah and sukoon
الس كونوَُالشَّدَّةَعلىتَدريبَات

** when spelling a letter with shaddah the reader 
should not return to the beginning of the word to join 
until they are done with shaddah

** The reader reads with and without spelling ( (هجاء

** the words written in the same color should be 
spelled together { blue words go with blue words},{red 
words go with red words}

** In the word ينَُ نْفَك   م  : the teacher reminds the 
students that noon saakinah here is hidden near letter 
"fa" with a complete ghunnah {as mentioned earlier in 
previous lessons}

Levels of ghunnah

1- most complete ghunnah : نُ  merged meem ,مُ  // into 
meem, and merged noon into يرملون

2- complete ghunnah : in case of االقالبواخفاء ( hiding of 
both meem and noon)
3-incomplete ghunnah : in case of clear noon and meem 
م ظهرة

4- most incomplete : in case of voweled noon and meem
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LESSON 15 : عشرالخاِمسالدَّرسُُ

Excercises on the two shaddah in a word

When spelling the letter with shaddah, the 
reader should finish it first then start joining again 
from the beginning of the word. In the word do not 
push air with letter just cut the sound كَّى يزَّ

The reader should take care of the name of 
each letter, and emphasis both shaddah in the word

In the word الَّذينَُإنُ  :
لٱالوصهمزة and شمسيةالم are dropped, noon has most 

complete ghunnah

In the word َُّالَّذينَُإال :
Alif in َُّإال and ٱالوصلهمزة are dropped then we emphasis 
on lam with shaddah

In the phrase ُْن النَّفَّاثَاتُ َشر ُ م  :
The reader should finish all shaddah (three of them) 
then go back and join from the beginning

In the phrase َمافَعَّالُ  ل   : both (ل) in the two 
words should be joined in the spelling
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Lesson 16 : َعشرالسَّادسالد رس

Excercises on the shaddah and sukoon with madd :
المد َُِمعوالسُّكونالشَّدَّةُِعلىتَدريبَاتُ 

Here in this lesson, all the letters of madd 
with a sign on top and followed by shaddah, are 
stretched six vowel counts, this is called " الزممد " it 
comes in a word, so it is named, " مثَقَّلكلميالزممد " earlier 
in the book we explained " حرفيالزممد " { lesson 3}

** When spelling a word with " الزممد ", the reader 
should join the sound of the first letter + the madd 
letter stretched 6 vowel counts + the letter with 
shaddah, after finishing spelling the letter with 
shaddah, we can go back and join from the beginning

AGAIN read with and without spelling

** In the word ُ آفَّات  والصَّ :the alif with a sign on top is 
spelled as " alif madd", the small alif on top of (فـــ) is 
spelled " alif "صغيرة
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The last lesson : األَخيرالدَّرسُُ

Excercises on all the previous lessons
سبَقماَعلىتَدريبَاتُ 

** Read the title and make sure the students do 
not confuse the word اْلخير with ر اآلخ 

** In this lesson we will have the chance to review 
everything studied before and we will also start 
reading with الوقفوالوصل , that is why we will find the 
circle symbol in front of the words we need to 
repeat with and without the vowel in the end

** At this level, we begin reminding the 
students that :

when alif is followed by a hamzah in one word it 
is called متصلواجبمد

When lam is followed by one of the letters ا بْغ ُ

كَُ َعقيَمه َُخفُْوََُحجَّ it is قمريةالم

When tanween is followed by يit is called 
إدغام EX " ا يََره َُشرًّ "tanween is merged into ي and it is 
called " ناقصإدغام " . When we spell we read the sound 
of tanween but when we join it with( ي)we 
apply إدغام

First we read the whole word with the vowel in the 
end then repeat with sukoon only( circle symbol).
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When (الم) is followed by a letter with shaddah
it is called شمسيةالم

In case of (ل )of noon withادغام and ( ر), noon 
is dropped in spelling and reading

REMINDER : letters and types of ادغام :
We have six letters of  combined in the ,ادغام
word يرملون

**Two of them ( ل) and( ر) : complete ادغامwithout 
ghunnah
**With( م) and( ن)complete ادغام with ghunnah
**With letter( و) and( ي) it is incomplete ادغام

with ghunnah

When spelling the name of { ُ َّٱلِل} we should not 
cut the spelling until we are done with the whole 
word., lam here is preceded by fat'hah so is it read 
heavy.

When noon saakinah or tanween are follwed
by one of the letters of the throat /ه /ء /غ /ح/ع  weخ
apply we read noon saakinahإظهار clearly with 
moderate time

When a word ends with tanween, we replace 
the tanween with ( عوضمد ) when stopping , it turns 
into alif with one fat'hah stretched two vowel counts 
only
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Also remind the students about letters ofإخفاء , 
and that the tongue should be placed near the 
articulation point of the letter following noon, we 
apply Ghunnah which is heavy when followed by a heavy 
letter, and light when followed by a light letter

When we stop on the letter(  with (closed ta )(ة
any vowel it becomes( (ه

When tanween / noon saakinah is followed by 
letter (بـــ) , we apply the( إقالب) rule, meaning that 
we change the sound of (ن) to ( مـــ) and hide 
the( with Ghunnah. In case of noon saakinah (مـــ , 
there is a small meem above the noon, and we spell 
meem sukoon. In case of tanween, the two fat'hah
on top turn into one fat'hah and a small meem, 
same for two dammah and two kassrah. In the case 
of إقالب the ghunnah is complete 

REMINDER : MEEM SAAKINAH RULES
** Three rules are applied
1- meem saakinah followed by meem: it is 
called صغيرمثلينإدغام , with most complete ghunnah
2- meem saakinah followed by (بـــ) : it is called 

شفويإخفاء with complete ghunnah
3-meem saakinah followed by any other letter 
(except ـ بــ and it is called ,(مـــ شفويإظهار . When 
followed by ( it is called (ف orواو strong شفويإظهار
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الكلمة

وترجمتها

الكلمة

وترجمتها

الكلمة

وترجمتها

الكلمة

وترجمتها

Wrote ( 
WRITE)

يكتب //كتب

Differentiate

التمييز

Arranged
ُجِمع /َجمع

Absolute

مطلق

Avoid

تجنب

Advice

نصيحة

Scholars

الشيوخ

Imitate

تقليد

Bring

بــاإلتيان

remind

تذكير

preceded 
by

بــ (ة)مسبوق

Confuse

بينالخلط

reached

إلىوصل

Previous

(ة)سابق

Precede

سبق

Discover

اكتشاف

Fulfill
إشباع

Symbol
رمز

Emphasis
علىتأكيد

Mentioned

(ة)مذكور

Transfer from

منانتقل

Watch for

إلىينتبه

Apply

تطبيق

Instead

منبدال

In case

حالفي (ة)

Besides

جانبإلى

Adjust

ضبط

Throughout

مدارعلى

المعجم


